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your paypal credit & debit card is linked to your paypal account, which means that any purchases
you make with the temporary card will be linked to your paypal balance. when you make purchases
with your paypal credit & debit card, you will be charged the purchase rate and your balance will be
updated. in an attempt to make things easier for customers, amazon has made it possible to add an

amazon payments account to your amazon payments account. this means that you can use your
amazon payments account for all of your online purchases. this also means that you can purchase
amazon coins from amazon and sell them on the amazon payments website. this is an easy way to
see what your status is and what account you have if you didn’t realize. you can type in your psn
username and your psn password, and see what your status is and what account you have. in a

small file titled bonus.rar, hackers included a folder named password. its exactly what it sounds like:
140 files containing thousands upon thousands of private passwords, virtually all of them stored in

plaintext documents without protection of any kind. some seem personal in nature (karries
passwords.xls) while others are wider in scope (youtube login passwords.xls). many are tied to
financial accounts like american express, while others provide access to corporate voicemail

accounts or internal servers, and come conveniently paired with full names, addresses, phone
numbers, and emails. once the hacker has control of your psn account, all three of your options

(playstation store, live nation, and playstation network) become available to them. they can change
your email, add an account and change your password, make purchases (though fraudulent) from

the playstation store and your credit card will become active. you can also make fraudulent
purchases and transfers from your live nation account and your money will go into the hacker's live

nation account.
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to be eligible to compete,
players must be

registered with a valid
psn account and
registered in the

appropriate country for
the live events. more

information on the
requirements for

registration is available
on the player's psn

account page. in the
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event that a player is
unable to access their psn
account for any reason, a
player may only register
as a single individual and

cannot register as
multiple individuals.

player must use a valid
email address associated
with their ea account to
access the psn account.
in addition, ea will not be

responsible for any
attempts by a player to
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use a third-party email
address that does not

exist. if any such
attempts are made, the
player will be subject to
the penalties outlined

above. the region will be
determined by the
player's country of
residence, and the

country of residence for
the ea account. if ea
account is based in

multiple countries, the
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player must select the
country in which they are
based. the ea account will

determine if the player
meets the eligibility

requirements to play the
fut champions. players
that are not eligible to
play the fut champions

are not eligible to
participate in the fut

champions. the player will
be limited to one (1)

single ea account and
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cannot have multiple ea
accounts. additional ea

accounts can be acquired
through purchases.

additional ea accounts
can be acquired through
purchases using a credit
card, but an additional ea

account will not be
associated with a social
network login. if a player

uses a non-microsoft
account as their ea
account, the player
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cannot use the ea
account to register and

join live events, cannot be
eligible to play the fut

champions, and cannot
be eligible for prizes.
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